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Tuzla tugbuilders battle the odds
Turkey’s tugbuilding cluster has continued to deliver despite this year’s chaos

B

ogazici Shipyard, Turkey has
delivered a new escort tug,
christened Cyathea, to French
shipowner Compagnie Maritime Chambon
(CM Chambon), a specialist in port towage,
sea rescue and pollution response.
The tug has been built to the specs of
Robert Allan Ltd’s (RAL’s) RAstar 3000
class, albeit with some customisation
tweaks to meet the owner/operator’s
specific demands. The vessel left Bogazici’s
facility, located in the heart of the Tuzla
tugbuilding cluster, in late September.
Cyathea features a length of 30m and a
breadth of 12.6m. Two MTU 12V4000M63
engines, each rated 1,500kW at 1,800rpm,
drive dual Schottel 360 fixed-pitch Z-drives,
enabling a bollard pull (bp) of 55tonnes
and a free running speed of 12knots.
The vessel is also fitted with twin
Baudouin 6W105S auxiliary gensets,
each rated 99kWe at 1,500rpm, and
a firefighting system dependent on a
600m3/hr foam monitor. This has secured
Cyathea Bureau Veritas’ Fire Fighting
Ship E notation.

Cyathea’s 3,000kW output grants the tug
a bollard pull of 55tonnes

Towing gear
Deck equipment includes a 35tonne
SWL Kraaijeveld single split drum escort
towing winch, capable of handling 200m
of 72mm-diameter Euroflex rope per
drum. An aft double drum towing winch,
also rated 35tonnes, is designed to handle
38mm-diameter steel wire, with drum
capacities capacities of 600m and 400m.
Cyathea features a maximum draught of
5.6m and provides 10 berths for her crew,
distributed between two single and four
double sleeping areas.
Bogazici launched the tug in August.
Previously, the yard had delivered the 45m
× 13.6m Chambon Alize, a 55tonne bp
anchor-handling tug, to Marseilles-based
CM Chambon in 2012.

SPA workhorse
Elsewhere in Tuzla, Sanmar Shipyards
recently delivered an azimuth stern drive
(ASD) tug to the Seychelles Port Authority

(SPA). Also designed by RAL, the RAmparts
2400SX type (designated the Bogacay XLL
type by Sanmar) measures 24.4m × 11.25m
and has a maximum draught of 5.7m.
The tug is powered by twin Caterpillar
3512C engines, each rated 1,765kW, driving
Rolls-Royce US 255 fixed-pitch azimuth
drives. The drives have carbon shafts and
turn 2.4m-diameter propellers. The vessel
has a free running speed of 12knots and can
deliver a bp of 60tonnes, while a firefighting
monitor installed by FFS has a capacity
of 1,200m3/hr. The SPA tug will be used
to assist a quay extension project at Port
Victoria in the Seychelles. SBI

Fourth Dolphin joins Adani fleet
The 34.5m tug will serve India’s bustling Adani Vizhinjam Port
Dolphin No. 29 is powered by twin 1,640kW
diesel engines

J

apanese tugbuilding specialist
Kanagawa Dockyard has delivered the
fourth in a 13-strong series of tugs to
Adani Vizhinjam Port in southern India,
one of the country’s key trade gateways.
Christened Dolphin No. 29, the tug was
handed over to Adani Group in August,
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and will be used to undertake mooring
and towing work, plus berthing and
un-berthing, at the port and on the coast.
Excluding fendering, Dolphin No. 29
has an overall length of 34.5m, a moulded
breadth of 11.4m and a moulded depth of
4.8m. The vessel is capable of carrying up to
14 crew and features a 3.6m design draught.

360° manoeuvrability
Each tug in the series is / will be
powered by a pair of 1,640kW diesel
engines, driving Z-pellers in the stern
and enabling an ahead bp of 55tonnes.

This arrangement also grants the tugs
free running speeds of 13knots. The
Z-drives were selected to enable 360°
manoeuvrability, to permit rapid changes
in thrust direction and tug direction.
The Indian Register of Shipping
(IRClass), which is managing classification
of all 13 tugs (including the previously
delivered Dolphin Nos. 26, 27 and 28),
tells Ship & Boat International: “The
fourth vessel is equipped with external
firefighting capabilities compliant with
[IRClass’] AGNI-1 requirements, and
the external fire pumps are driven by the
power take-off force [FPTO] of the main
engines.” The firefighting system is rated
2,400m3/hr. SBI
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